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!. INTRODUCTION 

In these lectures i ahaii discuss the connection between a models and string 

theories, and show how the o-rfiodchi can be used aa important tools to prove 

various results in string theories.' Section 2 contains a very brief introduc

tion to closed bosontc string theory in the light cone gauge. In sec. 3 I discuss 

closed bosontc string theory in the presence of massless background fields. I use 

the light-cone gauge and show that in order to obtain a Lorcntz invariant theory, 

the string theory in the presence of background fields must be described by a two-

dimensional conformally invariant theory. This in turn gives some constraints on 

the background fields which turn out to be the equations of motion of the string 

theory. Section 4 contains the extension of this analysis to the case of the het-

erotie string theory and the superstring theory in the presence of the massless 

background fields. In sec, 5 I show how to use these results to obt.ain nontrivial 

solutions to the siring field equations Sertfon 6 contains another application 

of these results, naaiely to prove \ »e effective cosmologieal constant after 

compactifkatioii vanishes «ui a consequence of the classical equations of motion 

«f : 111us theory. 
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2. CLOSED BOSONIC STRING IN THE LIGHT-CONE GAUGE 

Free boson ic string in the light-cone gauge 'is described by 24 bosonic variables 
X'(i7,r) {i=l,...24) where ©*, t are the two-dimensional variables describing the 
string world-sheet.' ' Besides these there are other independent variables «*(r), 
which are functions of r only. (The tight-cone gauge constraints and the Vlrasoro 
constraints determine the ©--dependence of the variables Jf * in terms of the fields 
X'.) The action for the string Is given by 

S =h\hx**~+hj*fd*a<'xi9*xi\ • { 2 , ) 

where ( a (a=0,]) denote the string coordinates o and r, respectively. From now 
on we shall set the inverse string tension a' to be 1/2, unless it it displayed 
explicitly. The various fields have the mode expansion 

( ' ) - * o + P * ' » (2-2) »* 

with the standard tomtnutatfon relations between the oscillators 

|»*.P*| = |*~ tp +] *= i , (2-3) 

all other commutators being zero. 
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Not all the states described by the action (eq. 2.1) are physical states. The 
physical states are defined by the constraints 

p*p *(LQ 1 ) - " V P A{U X) 0 , (2.4) 

where 

L , - £ «V m&*m i JpV . (2.5) 

Generally, we define the operators 

m 

(2.6) 

m 

where in the above equation we must interpret « 0 l aj, as 

Using the commutation relations (eq. 2.3) we may derive the commutation rela
tions among the L'ma. They are 

\LmtLn\- [m n )L m + » l *(m 3 m)«m, „ , (2.8) 

where 

c - 4 . (2.<J) 
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Thus, the Lin* satisfy a Virasoro algebra with central charge c=12. L\n& 
satisfy a similar commutation relation. 

The action (eq, 2.1) has manifest SO(24) Lorentz invariants, which generates 
rotation among the 24 AT'-B, However, in order to get a sensible theory, we need 
full SO(25,l) Lorentz invariance. This is ensured by constructing the full set. 
of S0(2S,I) Lorentz generators in the theory in terms of the variables X', and 
verifying that they satisfy the correct commutation relations. These generators 
are given by 

OO 

J ' f = i V - x + p ' 

(2.10) 

J+~ = z + p _ - * _ p + 

00 

j<- = rV - i-p' - .( P

+ )-' £ J(o'. su - t-n< + &•_.?•. - i-.&i) 
n=l 

Using the commutation relations (eqs. 2.3 and 2.8) and the physical state 
condition (eq. 2.4), one can show that the Lorentz algebra closes on-shcll. This 
shows that the theory has full 50(25,1) Lorentz invariance, although only the 
80(2-1} subgroup of the full Lorentz group in manifest. 

The spectrum of the theory described by the action (.-q. 2.1) contains a whole 
tower of massive states, as well as a few massleaa states. For future discussions, 
wo shall list here the m&ssless states of the theory. They contain » symmetric rank 
2 tensor, an antisymmetric rank 2 tensor, and a scalar, which we aha)] identify 
with Die states created by a graviton Held Gij(x), an antisymmetric tensor field 
BXJ{x)i and a dtlaton field ${f), respectively. In the next section we shall show 
how to describe the propagation of the string in a background where the massiess 
fields develop vacuum expectation values. 
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3. BOSONIC STRING IN MASSLESS BACKGROUND FIELDS 

In this section we shall describe the propagation of the closed bosonic string 

in masalisB background fields." ~' "Die (iJBcuoaion will be carried out completely 

in the first quantized formulation. The situation is analogous to the motion of A 

first quantised Dirac particle in background classical electromagnetic field, where 

the background field ia treated as a purely classical field, only the Dirac particle 

is treated quantum mechanically. However, unlike the point particle* cane, the 

propagation of a string in a given background field can be described consistently 

only if the background satisfies certain constraints. These constraints turn out 

to bv- equivalent to the dynamical equations of motion of the background fields, 

as we shall see shortly. 

The first step in our study is lo generalize the action (eq. 2.1) in tlie presence 

of background fields. In order to do this we again turn to the example of the 

motion of a point particle in background fields. The hamiltonian derived from 

the action in this case has two parts, the free part, and the interaction part, 

Of this the interaction part has the property that if we replace the classical 

background by a plane wave, then the interaction hamiltonian reduces to the 

vertex operator for the emission of a photon from a Dirac particle, (The vertex 

operator V for a state 1 of the photon is defined to be the operator such that 

< m | V | n > gives the amplitude m •* n + -7, where m, n are any two 

first quantized states of the electron.) In the case of a string theory, the vertex 

operators for various massless slates of 'he string are well-known. The action 

of the string in massless background fields must satisfy the constraint that the 

interaction hamtltonian derived from this action reduces to the vertex operator 

upon replacing the background fields by plane waves. An action which B&tisfy 

these relations is 

0 
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it 

do]<Gv[X)daX*daXi + Dh(X)ta0daXti)pX>]} , (3-1) 

where f?ij(X) and Bi,(X) arc background gravitational and antisymmetric tensor 

fields, respectively. Here we have assumed that both Cy and Bif have nontrivial 

components in transverse directions only, and depends only on the transverse 

coordinates. Also we have set the background dilated field vev to be zero. It 

turns out that the dilaton couples via a more complicated mechanism, which wc 

shall discuss at the end of the section. 

We shall now study the theory described by the action (eq. 3.1). Let us study 

a case where G^(X) and B{j[X) acquire vev only along d of the 24 directions!, 

and have nontrtvia! dependence only on these d directions (d<23). We may take 

these extra directions to be compact, but thia in not necessary for our discussion. 

If we denote these directions by Xp (p=l, . . .d), and the free directions by XM 

{M=d+1,,..24), the action (eq. 3.1) may be split into two parts, S 0 and Si, as 

follows, 

So-—, f drz"1 x~ + — f dr I dadaXMd"X (3.2) 

Sx - - ~ I dr f da\Gpq(X)daX"daX" t BnWtlaaX'aflX*] , (3,3) 

where sum over repeated indices is understood. Only SO(24-d) Lorentz symme

try is manifest in this formalism, which consisls of rotation of the (24- d) X**s. 



However, in order to get a consistent theory^ we must get full SO(25 d,l) Loreiitz 

invariancc. ('I'lte rest of the Lorentz group is broken upontaneously by the vev of 

the background G' N and B p , fields.) Hence we muni be able to construct the full 

Eft of Loreiitz generators, and verify that they satisfy the correct commutation 

relations, aa in sec. 2. It turns out that it "IB possible to do this >f the nonlinear 

o-model described by the action (cej, 3.3) describes a conforrrtally invariant two-

dimensional field theory with the central charge of the Virasoro algebra equal 

to dj%. To see how this can be done, note that the conformal invariance of the 

a- model guarantees the existence of a set of Viraaoro generators Ln', Ln with 

the commutation relations: 

[/iiUl") = (•» «)4JL + ̂ ' (m 3 m)<Sm,.„ , 

[l^.t^j^O . (3.4) 

where eW j B the central charge of the Virasoro algebra, which must take the value 

(f/6 to make our construction work. 

The theory described by the action So is a free field theory and hence is 

also a con formally invariant theory, Its conformal generators LJ,', ! / „ ' satisfy 

commutation relations identical to those given by en. 3.4 with e ' 1 ' replaced by 

e(«). $ \ L^ can be explicitly constructed as in eoa 2.5 and 2 6, with the sum 

over i replaced by sum over M. From thia we may also calculate el°) explicitly, 

which turn out to be (24 d}/6. 

We may now write down the generators of the SO(25-d,l) Loreiitz group 

in terms of the generators l&\ /,&', i i ! ' , lm\ and the free oscillators a*f. 

They are 

s 
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JM+ = xMp+ - x V , 

JM-=,v - *-,« - iV)-' f: l f^-(ts"+u°) - (i/_°j+/^iU 
n=i t J 

J + " = i + p - - X"p 4 (3.5) 

Notice that the Lorenta generators involve the free field oscillators i M , p M , 

a^f and a£* explicitly, but the oscillators of the interacting fields X? appear only 

through the Virasoro generators L^\ I»W. As a result, we can calculate the 

commutators of the I.orentz generators knowing only the free field commutators, 

and the commutation relations (eq. 3.4). The algebra may be shown to close 

acting on the physical slates satisfying 

P V - * (4 0 1 + 4 U -1) = * (4 0 ) + tf1 -1) • (3^ 

Thus, we Gee that the conformal irivariance of the theory given by the action 

(cq. 3.3) is a sufficient condition for guaranteeing the Lorentz invarianceof the 

corresponding String theory. Although classically the action (eq. 3.3) is invariant 

under the conforma) transformation 

*''«'. n -*V + ie f i .r tm . (3.7) 
where / + and / " are arbitrary functions, ttiia symmetry is generally broker in 

the quantum theory. If we demand that this theory remains a symmetry of the 

full quantum theory, wc get certain set of constraints on the background fields. 

These are the constraints we shall study now. 
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Let us first continue the lime r to the imaginary axis in the action (en,. 3,3), 
and (it.1 line complex coordinate;! 

z-- e

s<'-""> , z = e

J C "»> . (3,(j) 

Equation 3.3 may then be written as 

-u dzdb (X) + Bmn[X) d,Xmd,Xn . (3.9) 

There arc various ways for checking the coitformal inv&riance of the action 
(eq. 3.9), We shall mention each of them briefly. 

a) Conformal invariance of a theory demands vanishing of all the 0 functions 

of the theory. Equation 3.9 is tht! most general rerxirmaluahle action, m two di

mensions constructed out of the fields Xm. G m „ ( X ) and Umn(X) arc the coupling 

constants of the theory. Ultraviolet divergence.*) of the theory will renorniiilize 

the coupling constants of the theory, frorn which we may define the 0 -functions 

0$ and 0$. In order to get a conformally invariant theory, both 0f and 0$ must 

vanish, which, in turn, gives us some constraints on C^(X) and B,y(Jf). The 

constraint c' 1' = djl cannot be implemented directly in this method. 

b) Equation 3.9 gives us the following expression for the energy-momentum 

tensor: 

Tap — G„ daxma0xn - i-6aPd-1xmd'lxn (3.10) 

where a, 0, -7 denote z 07 2. Conformal invariance of the theory tells us that the 

energy-momentum tensor must be traceless, i.e., T£ = TIt = 0. This condition 

is satisfied by the classical expression (eq. 3.10). However, because of ultraviolet 

divergences, we must regularize pur theory, which, in genera), spoils ihc tr&cc-

lessness of the energy-momentuiO tensor. If, for example, we use dimensional 

rcgularization, working in the (2-<) dimensions, T£ computed from eq. 3.10 will 

be proportional to tlZGmnd0XmdaXn. The explicit power of £ may be cancelled 

in 



by the l- poles coming from Ultraviolet divergences, and give us a finite answer. 

The theory will be conformally invariant only when these terms vanish, which, 

in turn, will tivc us some constraints on the background fields. 

As it stands, this prescription also does not tell ua anything about the central 

charge of the theory. However, a generalization of this method may be used 

to compute the central charge. In this scheme we rouplc the er-modcl to a 

background two-dimensional gravitational field. As a result, the trace anomaly 

now contains a new term proportional to the two-dimensional curvature. It can 

be shown that the coefficient of this term is precisely the central charge of the 

theory. Constraining this central charge to have the value <f/2 gives further 

constraints on the background fields. 

c) We may try to directly verify the Virasoro algebra {eq. 3.4). The Lm\ 1M) 

are given by: 

L$~fir+lT„ , (3.11) 

where f denotes integration along a contour around the origin. It can be shown 

that verifying the algebra (eq. 3.4) is equivalent to verifying the following operator 

product relation 

r„wr t t w = r ^ + ^ 4 + T ^ T + f i a i t e * ™ - <3' , 2> 
\z - to)* (z - w)* (z - w) 

and a similar operator product relation involving 7f j . These operator products 

may be computed explicitly in the perturbation theory. Generally, the operator 

product will contain terms in addition to those on the right-hand side of eq. 3.12. 

Demanding that these terms should vanish gives us some constraints on the 

background fields. Furthermore, we can also calculate c' 1' directly from this 

operator product, and get an extra constraint on the background ficids by setting 

c C to d/2. 
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1 shall not give the details of the calculation here, but only state the final 
result. The constraint equations on various fields to lowest order in: a' turn out 
to be 

RM r SynSq' = 0 

« + J s ,

F r S « ' = 0 , (3.13) 

where 

sftf ~ ^ B r B v + fyBrp + drnp„) . (3.14) 

Let us now turn our attention to a somewhat different aspect of the string 

theory. As we have already mentioned, the massless states of the string theory 

may be described by states created by the fields Gtj(x), Bi}{z) and *{*), The 

three point functions, as well as the scattering amplitudes involving various mass-

less states may be calculated using string perturbation theory. We may then try 

to write down an effective action involving these maasless fields which reproduce 

the same scattering amplitude as calculated from the string theory. This action 

will be nonrenormalizable, but that will not bather us since we shall restrict our 

attention to the tree level of the string theory. The effective action will involve 

terms with arbitrary number of derivatives and arbitrary number of fields, each 

extra power of mass coming with the derivatives or the fields being compensated 

by a power of a'1^2. Thus, in the low energy limit only the terms containing low

est power of a' will be important For closed-oriented bosonic string the action 

is given by 

= /v*5 ' Seff = / Ja d 3 6 - - - 1 * R+ l-SliirpS"v<' + 4 ( D $ ) 2 - 4 /J 5 * (3.15) 

where fi runs from 0 to 25. If we now derive the equations of motion of various 

fields from this effective action, and restrict ourselves to the background where 
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Giu> and B/ii- takes vev only along the d transverse directions and depend only on 

these directions, and the dilaton field * is zero, these equations become identical 

to eq. 3.13. This correspondence has been shown to be true beyond the lowest 

ord?r in a'. O(a') corrections to the effective action (eq. 3.15), convng from 

higher derivative terms seem to agree with the O(a') corrections to cq. 3.13 

coming from higher loop corrections in the a-model. 

Finally, we shall indicate how we can couple background dilaton field to 

the string and recover the equations of motion derived from Sej j by demanding 

conformai invariancc of the o-model. It can be done in all the three schemes for 

studying confoTmal invariance of the a-model, but we shall restrict ourselves to 

the scheme (c) here. The eneigy-momentum tensor given in aq. 3.10 is the one 

calculated from the ff-model action (eq. 3.9) by Noethcr prescription. However, 

we may define a new energy-momentum tensor 

t a p = Tap + ^{dadfi ~ 6afid2)*(X) , (3.16) 

where $ (X) ts an arbitrary scalar function of X. The extra term that we have 

edded is conserved (daTap = S"Tap - 0) and does not contribute to the total 

energy or the total momentum {/d^'Too = J d£'TQo). Hence T is as good a 

definition of the stress tensor as T. <b(X) may then be Interpreted as a new 

coupling constant in the theory, which does not appear in the Lagrangian, but 

appears in the expression for the stress tensor. If we now calculate the operator 

product of TZI{z) with T,»(u»), the terms involving * will also contribute to the 

singular parts of this operator product, and change the equations (cq. 3.13). The 

new equations to the lowest order in a' are 

13 



/ i w + SpftSq" - 2DrDqQ = 0 , 

DrSpqt - 2 S p „ £ > r * = 0 , 

R + ~ S „ r S M r - 4£>'* + 4 ( D * ) 2 --= 0 . (3.17) 

These are precisely the equations derived from the effective action (eq. 3.15). 

Thus we see that there is a. one-to-one correspondence between tin- equations 

of motion in the string theory, and conforraal invariance of the two-dimensional 

o -models. As we shall see in the next section, this correspondence also holds 

for the auperatring and the heterotit string theories, and can be used to obtain 

nontrivial solutions to the string field equations. 
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4, THE HETEROTIC STRING AND THE SUPERSTRING 
IN ARBITRARY BACKGROUND FIELDS 

In this section I shall extend the analysis nf t!:e previous section to ihe hct-

erotic string theory. The extension to the superstring theory is straightforward, 

and so I shall only mention it briefly at the end of the section. The free heterotic 

string in the light-cone gauge is described by the usual bosonic coordinates z d ( r ) , 

X'(a,r) ( i=l ,„.8), as well as eight right-handed Majorana-Weyl fermions A' and 

32 left-handed Majorana-Weyl fermions ip*. The free string action ia given by' 3 3 ' 

So = 2 V 1 / dTx+z~ + h IdT I ^ftoX'3"** 
o 

+ »A,'3-A," + » t f ' 3 + 0 , j , (4.1) 

where £* = 4j(£° -t £') a r « the light-cone coordinates on the world-aheet, and 

d± denote derivatives with respect to £*. The fermion fields A' and i{/* can 

have either periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions under O —> a + ir. 

The massless bosonic states in this theory consists of a symmetric tensor, an 

antisymmetric tensor, a scalar and 496 vectors. We shall associate them with 

the fields Gij[x), Bi}{x), * ( i ) , and A^(x), respectively. AV(x) are 496 gauge 

fields, the gauge group being either E$ x Eg or SO(32), depending on the choice 

of possible boundary conditions on the left-handed fermions if>*. For the hct-

crotic siring theory with SO(32) gauge group, the fields \p' transform in the 

fundamental (32) representation of the gauge group. For the Ee x Eg theory, 

only an SO(16)xSO(16) subgroup of the gauge group is realized linearly, and the 

fermions belong to the (16,1)+(1,16) representation of this group. While study

ing this theory in arbitrary background fields, we shall restrict the background 

gauge field for the Eg x Eg heterotic string to lie in the SO(16)xSO{l(i) subgroup. 
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The action for the lieterottc string in arbitrary background fields Gij(X), 

/ i , j (X) and A*f (X) may again be writton down by studying the vertex operators 

for various masaleaa fields in the theory. The result is 

s = 2? \fdTZ+x~ +

 2^/^/^[«.>(x)aax'aax' 

+ kagBi){X)daXid^ \r iGi3[X){\ld-\> + X{Tk>t(X) - S^iX^d-X*} 

+ < n » ' 3 + * * + ^ ( A - ) ( T M ) ( ( 0 ' c » + r ) + ^{XWiTMU^XV ]} , (4.2) 

where TM ia the generator of the gauge group and F^ is the field strength con

structed from the gauge field A^{X). Again we have taken the various fields to 

lie in the transverse directions only, and depend only on the transverse directions. 

The action (eq. 4.2) has a (1,0) supersymmetry 

&Xl - ieX' , 

6\* = ~td.Xi , 

H' = - a M f ' ( x ) ( r M ) ^ ' . (4.3) 

In order to formulate a consistent string theory in aunh a background the ac

tion (eq. 4.2) must again be cofiformally invariant. To understand the reason for 

this we restrict the background fields to take vet; only in d of the eight directions 

(which we denote by Xf (p— l,.. .d), and depend only on these directions. Let 

X w (M=d+1,. . .8) denote the fr^e directio'iH. The action (eq. 4.1) then may be 

split into two parts . So and 6'j, as follows: 
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* = * , < M /«!/*+*- + £ I dr / daa.xM&'X" + \**d- A»' 

S = ^ j f dt j&r\G„{X\a„X'3"X* + ^fl^pQ^X'dVX' 

+ iGM(X){A>*-A« + X'(Tm\{X) - SJMWd-X*) 

+ *'(»+** + A? (X) (T W ) I ( ^9 + ^) 

+ ;*#( W(T*«)f,,(lW] . (4-4) 

From now on, we shall again set a1 o ' /2 . The action (eq< 4.4) possesses 
a (1,0) supersymmetry,'1" given by replacing X{, A* by Xf, \ p In cq. 4.3. It 
turns out that iT the action (eq, 4.4) also posseses conformal invariance with the 
correct central charge, then ft is possible lo write down the full set of SO(9-d,l) 
IjorentE generators, and verify that their commutator closes on-sbell. To see how 
this can be done, note that conformal Invariance and supersymmctry implies 
that the action (eq. 4.4) haa a full (1,0) superconformal symmetry. Although the 
theory contains sectors with periodic as well aa antiperiodk boundary conditions 
on the A*<s, we shall restrict our discussion to the Ranwnd sector with periodic 
boundary conditions on the A'*, The extension of thb analysis to the other sector 
would be straightforward. In the Kanund sector the superconformal symmetry 
is generated by the generators W, llmK Gis' satisfying the (anti-)coimnvtation 
relations: 

17 



In order to construct the LorcnU generators we also need the oscillators of 
the frcft fields XM, A M . Hence, we write down their mode expansion: 

n#0 

j± = x£ + p*r , 

A W * S JJ« C «»|M») , ( 4 . 6 ) 

The various oscillators satisfy the commutation relations: 

M 



From these oscillators we can construct th* ft'iperconformal generators for 
the Free field theory described by the action &. They are 

tSUlV-e** ft"-
ft 

e - iE{=^-^+(«-? )=e n e} , (4.8) 

•atiafylng the commutation i jlatloiw: 

[L£U°>] - (m - »)!&. + ^ ( m s - m)fimi_n , 

[lfcUL , ,]-0 (4.9) 

where 

c(°> = L J 

e(6) = lz* 
2 (4.10) 
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Tlic SO(9--d,t) Lorentz generators may now be expressed as 

" it (*W *•*) - | («W - W) • 
JM+ m l M p + - * +

P

M , 

J" =, xMp" - *-p" - i(p+)"' J I [«" (J*» + U") - (lft f- tt'ijai' 
mat 

+ fi!l(if» + tt,>)"(l!!j + iW)aS'] .(P+)-' £ «##.-,*: 
I t s -«Q 

- .vr' £ *.<*> , 
n=-oo 

J*m - JB+P" - * - p + . (4.11) 

The commutator of these generators may be calculated by knowing the eu-
perconforma* algebra (eq. 4.5) and the free field commutators. They reduce to 
the standard commutation relations among the Lorentz generators acting on the 
physical states defined by 

[p+p-) | phys > = 4 (4»» + l£») I phyt > - 4 ( # > + L<°>) | pkya > , (4.12) 

if the central charges c'1' and c(1> take values, 

* ' U l + » , (4.13) 

respectively. 
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to lowest order in a \ Here n 3 ( j i ) is the Chern-SimonB three form for the gauge 

field A^f. Again, this is the same action which reproduces the scattering ampli

tude for masslesa particles in the string theory at the tree level to lowest order 

in a'. Higher loop corrections in the a-model correspond to including higher 

derivative terms in the string effective action. The correspondence between the 

string effective action and the equations describing the conformal invariance of 

the cr-model has been verified beyond one loop order. In the next section we shall 

assume that this correspondence holds to all orders in the perturbation theory, 

and show how we may obtain nontrivial solution to the string field equations 

ueing this result. 

The analysis for the type II closed supertftring theory may hft done exactly 

in the same way. In this case the 32 left-handed Majorirm-Wcyl ferm^ons are 

replaced by eight left-handed Majorana-Weyl fermions transforming a.3 a vector 

under the SO(S) Lorentz group, In the presence of general masJess background 

fields tho theory reduces to a nonlinear c-model with ( l , t ) supersymmetry. Again 

wc can show that the theory is Lorentz invariant if the corresponding a model has 

(1,1) Fupcrconformal invariance with the correct central charge. The constraint* 

imposed on the background fields by demanding (1,1) superconformal invariance 

again turns out to be identical to the equations of motion derived from tire 

effective action in the string theory. 
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Thus, wc see that in order to get a Lorentz invariant string theory wc need 

a supcrsymmelric conformally invariant two-dimensional field theory, with cor

rect values of the central charge. The conformal invariancc of the theory given 

by the action (eq. 4.4) may be checked in the perturbation theory by any of the 

throo methods mentioned in the previous section. Equation 4.13 seems to contain 

two equations. But fit1' -• c O may be identified to the two-dimensional gravita

tional anomaly when, wc couple the c-model to a background two-dimensional 

gravitational Held, and hence is expected to remain unrenormalized from the 

free field value (which is the one loop result) due to Adler-Bardcen theorem. 

Hence the equation for c(') — «''' is automatically satisfied, and we need only to 

check that d 1 ) -f e' 1' has the proper value given by eq. 4.13. To the lowest order 

the constraints on the background fields obtained by demanding superconformal 

invariance are given by 

RM + Spr,Sq" = 0 , 

D'S„r = 0 , 

&F% - SJ'F" = 0 , 

fi+isJ=0 , (4.14) 

in the absence of the the background dilatnn field. The dilaton lield may be 

coupled to the string exactly in the same way as in the bosonic string theory. 

These equations are derivable from an effective action 

? . / / = / • * ' ° x e - a * i t + l s 2 - 4 D J $ 

»4(D*)2 + ~ F ^ ( F M r 
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5. COMPACTIFICATION ON CALABI-YAU MANIFOLDS 

In this section we shall show how the results obtained In the previous sections 
may be used to obtain nontrivial solutions to the string equations or motion. We 
shall be interested In the solutions where six of the ten dimensions are compact-
ified to form an internal space K, and the other directions remain flat. We shall 
also restrict ouraelv s to the case where the background #,/(x) vanishes, and the 
background gauge field takes vev in a particular SO(6) subgroup of SO(32) or 
SO(18)xSO(16). As a result only six or the 32 left-handed fermions become in
teracting, others remain free. The action for the resulting two-dimensional field 
theory then splits Into a free part and an interacting part. The interacting part 
of the theory is given by 

-~-t J dodr\amn(X)daXmdaXn + i{\ad-\" 4 X°wab(X)Xia.Xm) 

+ {Wd+tf + A%W(TM),tp&d+Xm} 

+ 5^W^(5T M ) .«*' A °A'] , (5.1) 

where atb are the tangent space indices, introduced through the vielbeins tJ,(X) 
satisfying 

<(XK[X) = Gmn{X) , (5.2) 

A»=e'm(X)V» , (5-3) 
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and w„ (Jf) ia the npin connection constructed from the ChristofTcl symbol T,J b. 
In eq. B.t the sum over m as well as a rune from 1 to 6, We shall now further 
restrict the background gauge fields in such a way that when written down as 
a 6 x 6 matrix it is equal to the spin connection at every point x, The index 
B may then be identified with the index a, A%(X){TM)at with iu£(X) and 
F^[TM)ti with Mated, where R is the Riemann tensor. If we farther define ttie 
two-component spinor 

w • (5.4) 

Xm~G?(X)X

a , (5.5) 

where Ejf is the inverse of the vielhetn, then eq. 5.1 may be written as 

~ jdadrGmn[X)[daXm^Xn + .**" fix" 

+ ixmrl»9PaXpd«Xl\tlmnririPaXnXpP*x'\ , (5.6) 

where p" (a = 0,1) are the two-dimensional 7 matrice 

= D - '-(V.) • M p° 

The action (eq. 5.6) is the action for an (1,1) superaymmetrie nonlinear 
tr-model. Thus we see that by restricting the background fields to have some 
specific form we may get extra supcrsymmetriea in the model. In fact* for our 
purpose we need to restrict the background fields farther in order to get a (2,2) 
Bupersymmetrie model. This is done by taking the internal manifold to be com
plex and Kahler. We may then introdnce complex coordinates on the internal 
manifold. Let us denote them by zm and z A , respectively. In this coordinate 
system the various components of the metric are <?iven by 
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Gmn — GffiH — 0 , 
(5.8) 

G m « — dmdaK , 

where K is a function of the internal coordinates, and known as the Kahler 

potential. K is only defined locally, a" we go from onn coordinate patch to 

another K does not remain invariant, but changes as 

X V . * ' ) = K M ) + / ( * ) + *(*) , (5-9) 

where / and g are holomorphic and anti-holornorphtc functions of the internal 

coordinates, respectively. Neithei / nor g contribute to G'mn calculated from 

eq. 5.8 and hence Gmn transforms as a tensor field as we go from one coordinate 

patch to the other. 

Under these restrictions on the internal manifold, the c-model described by 

eq. 5.6 has a (2,2) superaymmetry. The easiest way to see this is to use the 

superfield notation. We introduce four Grassman parameters 6ft, BR, 8L, 8t, and 

defin« 

£ i = -55- - »'^ a + , 

bR=^r- ieRd- , (5.10) 
30 R 

4 n = r + fltXfl + 8RXT »- 9LeRFm 4 Higher 8 terms , 

$ m = Z* + 8LXR + SRXL + M s * " * <- Miglwr 9 terms , (5.11) 
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where xj? = A"* and x™ ~ 4>m are the right and left moving components of x m , 

rcapeclively. Fm is an auxiliary field, and higher 6 terms are determined in terms 

or the lower 9 terms by solving the constraint equations: 

D L * m = £ » R * m =* D L * m = DR$* = 0 . (5.12) 

The action (eq. 5.6) may then be written as 

-^p J d9Ld6RddL$RdodTK{$, *) . (5.13) 

This may be verified by expanding / f ( * , $ ) in terms of the component fields, and 

performing the 8, $ integrals explicitly using the rules of Grassman integration, 

and using expression eq. 5.8 for the metric. The (2,2) superfield formulation 

(there are two left-handed and two right-handed Grassman coordinates) clearly 

shows that the action has (2,2) supcrsymmetry. Furthermore, eq. 5.13 is the 

moat general dimension 2 operator in the theory consistent with (2,2) supersym-

metry. Hence, if we regularize the theory maintaining N=2 superaymmetry (for 

example, by using N=2 supcrficlda) the most general divergent counterterm has 

the same form as the action (eq. 5.13). The effect of renormalization may then 

be summarized into a single /^-function (iK. 

On the other hand, we may regard tiie model (eq. 5.13) as a (1,1) supcrsym-

metric model with coupling constants C m „ ( = 0), Grf,«(= 0) and Omti, Hence, 

we may also describe the effect of rcnormalization by the 0-function of these 

coupling constants. These are of course related to f)K. The relationship is the 

same as that between G and K, namely, 

/ £„ -**»-0 , fah = dmdA(iK . (5.14) 
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W« shall now see that there exists a special class of internal manifolds for 
which Qftt vanishes Identically. First we shall investigate the one loop result. 
At this order 0K is given by a4<Tr In (J where c is a numerical constant and 
the trace is taken over the Indices mfi, taking G as a 3 x 3 complex matrix. 
0g f t calculated from 0K is proportional to cRm* where Hmn is the Ricci tensor.'M' 
Thus, the vanishing of the one loop 0 Tunc lion requires a Ricci fiat metric. There 
is a special class of manifolds admitting such metric, known as Calabi-Yau man
ifolds. Thus, to one loop order we may get a supersymmetric ff-model with 
vanishing ^-function by choosing the internal manifold to be a Calabi-Yau man
ifold with Rlecl flat metric. 

What about the higher loop corrections? I shall now give a. general proof 
that on a Calabl-Yau manifold we may always choose a metric which gives us 
vanishing 0-functlon to a given loop order. To see how this can be done, let us 
assume that a'1^0fc(G) is the total contribution to 0K from beyond one loop 
order. Then we need to solve the equation: 

a ' cS m d B rr lnC + a , , 0 m 0 f t Aj9*(G)=O . (5.15) 

We shall look for a solution where the metric is Kahler, i.e., 

Gm*~dmdhK , (5,16) 

Let (Jtnft bu the Rice I flat metric on the Galabi-Y&u manifold, satisfying 

/ M G ) « 0 , (5-17) 

and K be the corresponding Kahfer potential 

C m » = &VdeK . (5.1*) 
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Finally, let as define 

6K = K-kt « ? . * * - 4 * . ~ $ * » t M J X . *S.1S) 

Equation 5.15 is satisfied by ^ G which satisfies 

«'cTr In C+ a'* &pK{G) = a'eTr In 6 . (5.20) 

This equation may be written as 

G m f l a m a B 6 / f = -a 'e- 'A0*(G) +Vb!l!!,7V((7fiG)" . (5.21) 

We shall now show that there always exists a solution to the above equation on 
a Calabi-Yau manifold to any given order in <*'. For this we need to use & special 
property of A/?K(G), namely that it is a globally-defined Hcalar function on the 
manifold if G is a globally-defined tensor. Note that the one loop contribution to 
0K does not satisfy this property, since Tr In O changes by a term proportional 
to [Tr^dz^ldz!') +Tr\n\di?'fdi'*)) as we go from the coordinate systsm t 
to z'. However, a direct examination of Feynman graphs show that beyond one 
loop order A/JK(G) is always a scalar function of G.'M'"' In fact, A0K vanishes 
at the two and three loop order, and is proportional to the Ruler density at the 
four loop order. 

Wc may now solve eq. 5.21 itcrativcly.' ' Since SK is expected to be of order 
a', we may replace &0K[G) by &0K(<?), and ignore the Tr[G6G)n (n > 2) terms 
on (Jie right-hand side of (eq„ 5.21) in the lowest order. The equation then reduces 
to 

nSH a V A 0 * ( # > > (S.22) 
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where n is the Laplacian operator with metric G. Since A/3K(G) is a globally-

defined Be alar function, it can be split into two partt , one proportional to the 

Kero mode of fi (a constant) and the other orthogonal to the zero mode, on which 

h is invertible. In other words, 

A0H(G) a a 0 4 nfco , (5.23) 

where % is B constant, and bo is another globally-defined scalar function. Now 

note that , 

nft = Gmnanid*R = G m n G m B = 3 (5.24) 

for a manifold of complex dimension 3. Hence a solution to eq. 5.22 ts given by 

6K = -a'c-^ — K + bv) . (5.25) 

Note that K is not a globally-defined scalar function on the manifold. How

ever, 

SGmei - dmdn6K = - a V 1 {^Gmn -f- 3ma*&o) (5.26) 

is a globally-defined tensor, since &o is a globally defined scalar field. Thus, the 

new metric Gmn — Gmn 4- $Gmn, ia an admissible metric on the Calabi-Yau 

manifold. 

We may now substitute the value of SG on the right-hand aide of eq, 5.21. 

Since 6Gmn ia a globally-defined tensor field, t*>e right-hand side of eq. 5,21 

remains a globally-defined scalar field. Since this is the only constraint that we 

needed to arrive at the solution (eq. 5.26), the new equations may also be solved 

as before. This process may be repeated indefinitely until we get the solution to 

the desired order in a'. 
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This shows that we can formulate a (2,2) flupersymmctrie field theory on a 

Calabi-Yau manifold, at least perturbatively. What about the central charge of 

the Virasoro algebra? Unfortunately, no direct proof of the nonrenorrnalizatiDn 

of the central charge has been given. Another way to etudy this pr&btem ia to 

study the equations of motion of the gravitou and the dilator* fields derived from 

the string effective action ind trying to see if out; can find solutions of these 

equations on Calabi Yau manifolds. This has been shown to be true to order 

a* 4, but again, no general result exists beyond thin order. ' However, there are 

indirect arguments showing that this must be the case.' ' 
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6. VANISHING OF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT 

In this section we shall show how the results obtained in aces. 3 and 4 may 

be used to prove another important result in string theory, namely, that at the 

tree level of the string theory, the four-dimensional cosroological constant always 

vanishes after compactification. ' A more precise statement is the following: 

Let us look for a solution of the string field equations where the ten- (or 26-) 

dimensional manifold is of the form A/ ( x K, M+ being a maximally symmetric 

four-dimensional space arid K an internal aix-dimensional apace. The Melds C , ; , 

Bij and A^1 are allowed to take nontriviat tef only in the internal directions and 

are allowed to depend only on the internal coordinates. Then we shall show that 

as long as the classical equations of motion of the string theory are satisfied, M\ 

is always the Minkowski space (as opposed to di Sitter or anti-di Sitter space). 

This is equivalent to the vanishing of the four-dimensional c:osmologieal constant. 

The proof of this statement goes as follows. If we write down the string the

ory in the background held of the type mentioned above, the two-dimensional 

field theory splits into two parts, one involving the internal coordinates corre

sponding to the compactifjed dimensions, and the other involving the coordinates 

of the maximally symmetric space M\, In order for the theory to be conformally 

invariant each of these two theories must be separately conformally invariant. 

The theory involving the coordinates of M< describe an V(4) (or more precisely 

Ol3,l)) o-model with radius proportional to the inverse of the cosmotogical con

stant. This theory becomes a conformally invariant free field theory in the limit 

of infinite radius, i.e., for zero coamologica! constant. This shows the vanishing 

of the cosmological constant as a consequence of the string field equations. 

• We should note that the metric that appears in the o-rnudcl ia not the physical ten-
dimension a] metric, but ii related to the physical metric through multiplication by e* where 
<£ is Hie Jililon 6tW. Tlvon a flat foui-dimtiuiori&l metric I7„„ in the c-jnodel will correspond 
lo a vev of the physical metric of the form e*r),>„. This hafl been called the warp factor in 
ref 34- However, since <t> doe* not depend on the four-dimensional coordinated, the effective 
cosmologies) constant in four dimensions still yanuthes. 
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